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Wireless DC power is a cost-effective, 
environmentally friendly advancement 
to future-proof any space so that it can 
be re-purposed without restrictions.
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Tools to create learning landscapes 
—functional, intuitive, playful
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Juice Bot®
Juice Bot® is your new best friend. This Bot can
be by your side whenever and wherever you
need multi-directional access to DC power.
Add the integrated Bluetooth speaker option and
Juice Bot® becomes much more than just a DC
power source, Juice Bot® is also an engaging
presenter & teaching assistant!
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Delivers power to various heights

Has a total of 5 USB and 
5 USB-C ports

Can be easily carried to 
different impromptu locations

Gooseneck arms means you
can bring the socket to you

Voice interactivity for education
and entertainment

Qpac clips in and out with ease
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Qpac benefits
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Qpac packs 200Wh of charging 
time into a portable power pack 
that can be taken anywhere. To 
translate that into the run time, 
you’ll get an additional 20 hours 
from your laptop, 50 hours from 
your tablet and 200 hours from 
your cell phone.

Charge times

One press of Qpac’s orange 
button reveals how much 
charge is available, indicated 
on the LED panel. These LEDs 
also communicate several 
other features, such as 
charging progress, charge 
completion and fault modes.

Simple

The Qpac features our partner 
OE’s patented TUF USB 
CHARGER – 5v, 9V, 15V, & 20V 
Power Delivery from the USB-C 
port for super fast charging, and 
a 5V (3A) power from the USB-A 
port for charging legacy devices.

Ports

The Qpac can daisy chain link 
to power up to 4 further 
Twin/USB/USBC charging 
points.

Collaborate

USB-C

x 4

200 50 20 USB-A



Juice Tree®
Juice Tree features a removable Qpac battery, negating the 
need for dangerous loose power cables. So, no more running 
extension cables across floors from the wall or scrambling on 
the floor connecting to floor boxes. Wheel your Juice tree 
anywhere or utilize it as a centerpiece between 4 Kite tables 
to share power equally throughout meeting and co-working 
spaces.
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Qpac clips in and out with ease

Has a total of 4 USB and 4 USB-C ports

4 faces provides personal ports

Charges multiple devices

Works seamlessly with Kite®

Batteries easy to replace
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Q-dock
Q-dock charges up to three Qpac batteries. Freestanding or 
secured, Q-dock fits neatly into any space, and the compact, 
durable steel construction ensures a long service life. 
In addition, Qpac rests comfortably on the base and easily 
accommodates horizontal and angled charge station locations. 
Combined with our new customizable storage solutions, you can 
conveniently store additional Qpac’s and wires in the trays below.

If you need to charge more than three Qpac’s, Q-dock can be 
connected with another Q-dock to increase charging capacity. 
One starter cord can supply power to charge a total of three 
Q-docks, meaning you can charge up to nine Qpac’s from one 
power source.
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ReCharge enclosed
Tambour Fronted, Lockable, Recharge unit with trays
for storing and charging Qpac batteries & cables.
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Can I replace the TUF USB modules?
Yes, it takes less than five minutes.

Do I need an electrician?
No, the TUF USB moules can be 
replaced quickly and easily on-site
without having to turn off the
electricity.

Do I need any tools?
Yes, the unique replacement tool 
allows you to remove and install
the modules.

Why would I need to replace them?
To replace damaged modules or/and upgrade 
to a new port (for example, USB-C) that 
may get introduced in the future.

Which products can I replace the modules on?
You can replace the individual modules on 
Qpac, Juice Bot, and Juice Tree.

Future Proof
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For more information
about our products
muzo-works.com

Come visit us at our 
learning campus  
360 Kiwanis Blvd,
West Hazleton, PA 18202

Email us
hello@muzo-works.com
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